Consider lattice paths in Z 2 with three step types: the up diagonal (1, 1), the down diagonal (1, −1), and the double horizontal (2, 0). For n ≥ 1, let S n denote the set of such paths running from (0, 0) to (2n, 0) and remaining strictly above the x-axis except initially and terminally. It is well known that the cardinalities, r n = |S n |, are the large Schröder numbers. We use lattice paths to interpret bijectively the recurrence (n + 1)r n+1 = 3(2n − 1)r n − (n − 2)r n−1 , for n ≥ 2, with r 1 = 1 and r 2 = 2.
The paths and the recurrences
We will consider lattice paths in Z 2 whose permitted step types are the up diagonal (1, 1) denoted by U, the down diagonal (1, −1) denoted by D, and the double horizontal (2, 0) denoted by H. We will focus on paths that run from (0, 0) to (2n, 0), for n ≥ 1, and that never touch or pass below the x-axis except initially and terminally. Let C n denote the set of such paths when only U-steps and D-steps are allowed, and let S n denote the set of such paths when all three types are allowed. It is well known that the cardinalities c n = |C n | and r n = |S n |, for n ≥ 1, are the Catalan numbers and the large Schröder numbers, respectively. (See Section 4, particularly Notes 2 and 4.) Hence, here one might view the elements of S n as elevated Schröder paths. Let AC n denote the sum of the areas of the regions lying under the paths of C n and above the x-axis. Likewise, let AS n denote the sum of the areas of the regions lying under the paths of S n and above the x-axis. The Catalan numbers and the Schröder numbers have been studied extensively; Section 4 references some studies related to lattice paths. In our notation their explicit formulas are, for n ≥ 1,
It is known that these sequences satisfy the recurrences
for n ≥ 2, with initial conditions c 1 = 1, c 2 = 1, r 1 = 1, and r 2 = 2. We will give a bijective proof for (1) and (2) when the sequences c n and r n are defined in terms of the sets of lattice paths. We will then employ this bijective construction to obtain a combinatorial interpretation that the sequences for the total areas satisfy
for n ≥ 2 with initial conditions AC 1 = 1, AC 2 = 4, AS 1 = 1, and AS 2 = 7. Using binary trees, Rémy [10] gave a combinatorial proof of recurrence (1) . Recently, Foata and Zeilberger [3] showed bijectively, using well-weighted binary plane trees, that the small Schröder numbers satisfy (2) with initial conditions r 1 = 1 and r 2 = 1. (See Section 4 for "well-weighted" and "small".) Kreweras [4] , using lattice paths equivalent to those of S n showed AS n = 0≤k<n 2 k 2n−1 2k
and derived recurrence (4) . Following his results, Bonin, Shapiro, and Simion [2] proved (4) using generating functions and then wrote that "This recurrence cries out for a combinatorial interpretation." Section 3 comes to the rescue.
2 The proof of recurrences (1) and (2) We will focus on recurrence (2) rearranged as 3(2n − 1)r n = (n+ 1)r n+1 + (n − 2)r n−1 . In S n replicate each path, defined as a sequence of steps, 3(2n − 1) times as follows: First repeatedly tag each path P by appending the symbol a, b, or c. Next, for each tagged path P , consecutively index its steps, as positioned in P , with the integers 1 through 2n − 1 so that each U-step and each non final D-step receives one integer and each H-step receives two consecutive integers. Then mark each path P by selecting an integer from {1, . . . , 2n − 1} and marking the corresponding step on P -by the superscript x if the step is U or if the step is H with odd index, and -by the superscript y if the step is D or if the step is H with even index.
We write the set of such replications as {a, Next in S n+1 replicate each path n + 1 times by sequentially marking one of its U-steps or H-steps by the symbol z. This replicated set is denoted as [n + 1] × S n+1 . Similarly, in S n−1 replicate each path n − 2 times by sequentially marking one of its H-steps or non final D-steps by the symbol z. This replicated set is denoted as
For n ≥ 2, we now define the desired bijection,
Suppose
denotes a typical replicated path in [2n − 1] × S n for which the following four items hold.
-The positions i, j, and k satisfy 1
the electronic journal of combinatorics 47 (1998) #R47 -The step p j is the step that is marked by x or y.
-The step p i is the last U-step preceding p j+1 for which lev(p i ) = lev(p j ). Here the level of arbitrary step p , denoted lev(p ), is the ordinate of its final point.
-The step p k is the first D-step after p j for which lev(p k ) = lev(p j ) − 1.
The tags x, y, and a are erased here; the tags b and c are erased in the following cases. If P appears in Fig. 2 , f (P a) appears in Fig. 3 . In the figures the dots pertain to an illustration for the proof of the next section.)
(Observation 1: In the path Q = q 1 q 2 · · · q m+2 = f (P b) a D-step immediately precedes the D-step q k+2 , which is the translation of the step p k . The step q k+2 is the first step after q z i = p z i for which lev(q k+2 ) = lev(q i ) − 1; q j = p j is now the last step before q k+2 such that lev(q j ) = lev(q k+2 ) − 1. The path R may be empty.) 
(Here a U-step and a D-step are inserted and the step p j = H is moved. Observation 2: In the path Q = f (P b) exactly one H-step immediately precedes q k+2 , the translation of p k . The step q j−1 = p j−1 is now the last step before q k q k+1 q k+2 = DHp k such that lev(q j−1 ) = lev(q k+2 ) + 1. R may be empty.)
(Observation 3: In the path Q = f (P c), at least two H-steps immediately precede the D-step q k+1 , the translation of p k .)
with the marked H-step being deleted.) Table 1 and Figures 1 to 9 and 11 to 14 illustrate the map f . By giving special attention to the three Observations in the preceding, it is straight forward to check the necessary cases to show that f is a bijection. Assigning cardinalities to the sets in the bijection given in (5) yields the recurrence (2). To prove recurrence (1), simply remove all reference to the H-steps and to the tag c in the proof.
3 The proof of recurrences (3) and (4) Retaining the previous notions, consider the recurrence (4). One can partition the region under a path and above the x-axis by copies of two isosceles right triangles whose hypotenuses have length 2 and are parallel to the x-axis. Figure 1 illustrates how these triangles of unit area uniquely partition the regions under the paths. A triangle is called an up triangle if its right angle is above its hypotenuse; otherwise, it is called a down triangle.
An up-triangle-strip (down-triangle-strip, respectively) under a path of S n is a maximal array of up (down, respectively) triangles having the centers of their hypotenuses on a single line of slope −1 (slope 1, respectively). It is easily seen that each path in S n has n up-triangle-strips and n − 1 down-triangle-strips. The marked triangles in Figure 2 illustrate an up-triangle-strip; those in Figure 6 illustrate a down-triangle-strip. Each marked path P ∈ [2n − 1] × S n determines a unique strip under P as follows: If the step p j is marked by x, then the corresponding strip is the up-triangle-strip whose line of centers of its triangles intersects the step p j . If p j is marked by y, then the corresponding strip is the down-triangle-strip whose line of centers of its triangles intersects the step p j . In either case we designate by 6T P six copies of the strip corresponding to the step p j .
In the region under any path in S n+1 a contiguous-strip is a maximal array of up and down triangles having the centers of their hypotenuses on a single line of slope −1. Each marked path P ∈ [n + 1] × S n+1 determines a unique strip under P , namely that contiguous-strip whose line of hypotenuse centers intersects the marked step of P . We designate this strip by T C P . The marked triangles of Figure 3 indicate a contiguous-strip. the electronic journal of combinatorics 47 (1998) #R47
In the region under any path in S n−1 each down triangle can always be paired with the contiguous up triangle on its right, but not visa-versa. A diamond-strip is a maximal array of such pairs of triangles whose common sides lie on a line of slope 1. The marked step of each path P ∈ [n − 2] × S n−1 determines a unique diamond-strip under P , namely the diamond-strip whose line of common sides intersects the final point of the z-marked step of P . We designate this diamond-strip by T D P . The marked triangles of Figure 14 indicate a diamond-strip.
Under a path P ∈ [n − 2] × S n−1 , any up triangle that is not contiguous along its left side with a down triangle is viewed as an isolated-triangle. Figure 10 illustrates an isolated-triangle. Since the left side of each isolated-triangle is a U-step of P and conversely, each U-step, say p h , uniquely matches an isolated-triangle that we designate by T I P,h . The disjoint collection of strips and isolated-triangles
partitions the total region under the paths in S n−1 , where u(P) is the set of the positions of the U-steps on P .
To construct a function that yields a combinatorial proof of recurrence (4), consider defining g :
where the elements of T and Q will be ordered triples and ordered quadruples, respectively, of mutually non overlapping strips partitioning the total region lying under the paths of S n+1 and S n−1 . With P being an arbitrary path as in (6), the bijection f induces a function g so that
Case ii:
where
The mapping of six copies of the strip of Figure 2 The function f being bijective implies g is bijective. The following three items can be routinely checked to show that g transfers area as claimed. Here A(T ) denotes the area of an arbitrary strip T . For
Finally to prove recurrence (3) we remove all reference to H-steps and the tag c in this proof.
Notes
Simion [2] , that give combinatorial maps relating the enumeration of bracketings to the enumeration of lattice paths of S n .
5. A well-weighted binary plane tree is a binary tree where each node having a right internal child is labeled with a 1 or a 2. Foata and Zeilberger [3] , after giving a rather simple bijection between Schröder trees and well-weighted binary plane trees, showed bijectively that the small Schröder numbers satisfy (n + 1)s n+1 = 3(2n − 1)s n − (n − 2)s n−1 with the conditions s 1 = 1, and s 2 = 1. Their proof is not isomorphic to our proof of (2); this is not surprising since the bijections mentioned at the end of Note 3 between bracketings and S n do not seem to be trivial.
6. In this and the next note define sequence AS n purely as the one satisfying the formal recurrence (4), not specifically in terms of lattice paths. Barcucci, Brunetti, Del Lungo, and Del Rietoro [1] recently gave a combinatorial interpretation of formal recurrence (4) in terms of a regular language. In [5] the sequence AS n is related to solutions of the diophantine equation, x 2 + (x + 1) 2 = y 2 , with x = (AS n − 1)/2. Newman, Shanks, and Williams [8] found that the numbers AS n correspond to the orders of certain simple groups.
7. The author [18] has considered the formal recurrences (1) to (4) bijectively in terms of parallelogram polyominoes. For n ≥ 2, let p α,n (w) = k p α,n,k w k , where p 0,n,k denotes the number of parallelogram polyominoes with perimeter 2n and width k, and where (n − 1)p 1,n,k denotes the total area of such polyominoes. The paper [18] shows that the sequences p 0,n (w) and p 1,n (w) satisfy the recurrences (n + 1 − α)p α,n+1 (w) = (2n − 1 − α)(1 + w)p α,n (w) − (n − 2)(1 − w) 2 p α,n−1 (w), with initial conditions p α,2 (w) = w, p α,3 (w) = w + w 2 . The proof for the case α = 0 in [18] is isomorphic to the proof in [3] , but not to the proof of Section 2.
More specifically, the total area (n − 1)p 1,n (1) is 4 n−2 ; this result was recently derived by interesting generating-function argument by Woan, Shapiro, and Rogers [19] . The product (n − 1)p 1,n (2), corresponding to the sum of the areas of polyominoes having bi-colored columns, satisfies the recurrence np 1,n+1 (2) = 6(n − 1)p 1,n (2) − (n − 2)p 1,n−1 (2) with early values (n − 1)p 1,n (2) = 1, 6, 35, 204, 1189, . . ., for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 . . .. These polynomial sequences, p α,n (w), generalize other well-known sequences: e.g., {p 0,n (1)} n≥2 are the Catalan numbers, {p 0,n (2)} n≥2 are the large Schröder numbers, {((n − 1)p 1,n (2)/2) 2 } n≥2 are the square-triangular numbers, and {p 2,n (1)} are the central binomial coefficients.
8. Recently, Merlini, Sprugnoli, and Verri [6] used generating function methods in determining the sum of the areas bounded by constrained lattice paths belonging to sets that essentially generalize C n and S n . The paper [6] also contains additional relevant references to the literature.
